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The Origins of Wine



Origins of 
Wine
u Ancient Near East and 

Egypt. Figure 1, shows 
the distribution of the 
modern wild 
grapevine. Primarily 
dating from the 
Neolithic to the 
beginning of the Early 
Bronze Age (ca. 8000-
3000 B.C). (McGovern 
2)

https://books.google.ca/books?hl=en&lr=&id=4FElAgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=origins+of+wine&ots=19cu
KPLtSe&sig=NS3oQthTrv5u5WVCAv0S7CHWe_w#v=onepage&q=origins%20of%20wine&f=false



Stone Age Wine
u Wine tells a dramatic and fascinating story of its beginnings at the dawn of 

civilization, some 8,000 years ago.

u Dating back thousands of years, wine has continually been a popular commodity 
in the modern world. However, the exact origin is still unclear even with 
advancements in technologies.

u Archaeology is crucial to the better understanding of wine because it provides 
evidence of consumption dating back thousands of years (McGovern 2). This is 
done by examining pottery jars that were used in times like the Neolithic Era (final 
period of the Stone Age).

u http://news.nationalgeographic.com/content/dam/news/2016/05/20/plate-wine/01-wine-plate.ngsversion.1464028648520.adapt.1900.1.jpg



Did you know? 

u According to McGovern, the earliest 
literary reference of wine in China is in the 
account of General Zhang Qian, who had 
traveled to the Northwestern fringes of the 
Western Han realm in the late second 
century B.C (2003: 3).

u Zhang was impressed with the commodity 
and brought it back to the imperial palace, 
where they planted and soon produced 
their own grapes. The vines did not belong 
to any East Asian species, but to the 
Eurasian grape species (Vitis vinifera).

http://europe.chinadaily.com.cn/business/images/attachement/jpg/site1/20120814/0023ae606c3e1193f7e317.jpg



Early Tales of Wine
u Ancient Greeks

u Mediterranean Cultures

u Persian Tale

u Biblical Times

http://quatr.us/greeks/food/pictures/vomiting.jpg



Ancient Greeks

u Dionysos, also known as the Greek God of wine, is 
a god from Greek Mythology. Along with being a 
god of wine he was also a god of fertility. He 
created wine and also had a dual nature. One, 
he brought joy and divine ecstasy, and the other 
would bring brutal and blinding rage, some would 
attest this reflects the dual nature of wine 
(McGovern 2).

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/8a/Dionysos_Louvre_Ma87_n2.jpg/220px-
Dionysos_Louvre_Ma87_n2.jpg



Mediterranean Cultures and Persian Tales

u Another widespread view was that wine 
sprang from the blood of humans who 
fought against the gods. The Mediterranean 
people became less "barbaric" when they 
learned to cultivate the olive and the vine.

u A Persian tale of King Jamsheed, the 
monarch was fond of fresh grapes and 
stored them in jars to have a year round 
supply. One jar went bad and it was then 
labeled as "poison." A harem who was 
suffering from severe headaches accidently 
drank this jar and she fell asleep to awake 
miraculously cured. The king was informed 
and discerned the "poison" as fermented 
grape juice or wine with medicinal effects. 
He ordered more to be prepared and thus 
humanity embarked upon its ages-long wine 
odyssey. (McGovern 2)

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/com
mons/3/3c/Antonio_Millo_Bacino_del_Mediter

raneo.jpg



Biblical Times

u Throughout the Bible, wine is mentioned 
quite often. Whether it is in a positive light 
or negative, it is still being talked about 
and perhaps insinuating the notion that 
wine was available during that time.

u "Now may God give you of the dew of 
heaven, And of the fatness of the earth, 
And an abundance of grain and new 
wine" Genesis 27:28.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/47/Marten_de_V
os_Cana.jpg/300px-Marten_de_Vos_Cana.jpg



The Future

u As technology advances, the idea of 
being able to truly find out the exact 
origin of wine could be made. However, 
for now, archeology (the scientific study 
of ancient remains) is one of the only 
reliable sources. This is because of the 
earliest written texts, dating to about 3500 
B.C., are much later and consist of brief 
cryptic records (McGovern 3). Different 
origin beliefs and tales make the origin of 
wine a fascinating, yet confusing story.

https://www.arenaflowers.com/features/histor
y-of-wine/images/image-8.jpg



Did You Know?

u According to Patrick McGovern, "A single 
Eurasian grape species (Vitis vinifera L. 
subsp. Sylvestris), among approximately 
100 that grow wild in temperate zones of 
Asia, Europe and North America, is the 
source of 99 percent of the world's wine 
today" (2003: 1).

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/2a/Marechal_Foch_Grapes%2C_N
ova_Scotia.jpg/1200px-Marechal_Foch_Grapes%2C_Nova_Scotia.jpg



The Migration of Wine



The Migration of Wine

u Wine is a commodity that is present in 
almost all cultures.

u It has a beginning that is unclear and truly 
varies depending on what society you are 
in. There is evidence of wine in many 
civilizations in the past, however, there is 
no exact proof of where it was first found. 
When analyzing the migration of wine, we 
will be looking at the migration of wine 
within Europe, specifically within Greece, 
Italy and France (The History of Wine).

https://theculturetrip.com/europe/france
/paris/articles/the-beginners-guide-to-
drinking-french-wine/



The Migration of Wine

Italy
• Because  of  the  trading  network  

within  Italy,  wine  was  able  to  
spread  very  quickly  through  the  
Mediterranean  with  the  help  from  
the  Roman  Empire.  Different  
images  have  been  found  
throughout  time  that  show  Roman  
amphoras.  These  are  jars  used  
for  storing  wine,  they  were  widely  
adopted  during  this  period  
because  the  wine  could  now  be  
transported  very  easily  (Rural  
Migration  news).

Greece
• The  Greeks  brought  to  the  world  

of  wines  amphoras  with  Greek  
mythology  which  were  lined  with  
tree  resin  that  gave  the  wine  a  
very  distinct  flavor.  The  Greeks  
continued  to  trade  and  export  this  
wine  throughout  the  
Mediterranean  (Rural  Migration  
news).

France
• In  France  because  the  water  was  

too  dangerous  to  drink,  
Europeans  were  forced  to  rely  on  
wine  for  drinking  in  all  social  
classes  and  circumstances.  
Today,  Europe  is  the  leading  
continent  for  wine  production  and  
consumption  (Rural  Migration  
news).



About the Migration of Wine

u Once Europeans started to be 
comfortable with the taste of their wine 
they began exporting their commodity

u They were exporting their wines to 
neighboring countries, in hopes to make a 
profit from their wine

u Some places even created laws against 
the importing of French wine, due to the 
fear of competition between local 
vendors and importers (Munsie N.A.)

https://www.groupon.com/deals/heartw
ood-oak-231



About the Migration of wine:

u Since the beginning taxes have played a 
major role in the importing and exporting of 
wines

u When the tariffs to import a wine is too 
expensive the demand for that wine will 
decrease

u However, when the tariffs to import a wine is 
inexpensive the demand for that wine will 
increase

u Global trade and the global economy 
allowed for intense trading of wines 
between countries.(Munsie N.A.)

http://www.businessinsider.com/map-
world-wine-consumption-2012-2014-3



The Growth and Evolution 
of Wine Culture
THE OLD WORLD



Wine Culture in 
Ancient Greece

u Wine was used in medicine as an 
antiseptic and an instrument for 
contacting the Gods (McGovern 35)

u Wine was often considered a substitute 
for water, due to water being unsafe for 
consumption and was consumed daily 
in Greece, by men, women and 
children alike (43)

u Ancient Greek culture of wine 
consumption promoted moderation, as 
did Aristotle and Eubulus (55)

u It was consumed as a drink, or as a 
sauce for dipping bread into (Dalby 68)

"The young are heated by 
Nature as drunken men by 

wine.”

- Aristotle

<http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/02635/drinking_2635938b.jpg.
>



Ancient Chinese Wine Culture
• Noodles and wheat were often eaten with wine to reduce 

detrimental effects to the mind and body and to enhance 
the taste of wine

• Archeological evidence shows that the appearance of the 
first religions in China coincides with the discovery of wine 
eg. Wuism, also known as Chinese Shamanism 
(Hongliang 120)

• Wine was often used in religious rituals to “communicate 
with spirits,” (Garcia-Romeu and Tart 129)



Christianity and the Classification of Wine

u Homogenization  of  wine consumption  due  to  
the  spread  of Christianity

u Christian  monasteries  cultivated  wine  and  put  
great  effort  into  classification  and  gradation  of  
wines  according  to  their  type,  date,  season,  
and  even  taste

u This  became  the  foundation  for  what  would  
later  become  the  AOC  – the  wine  
classification  system  used  in  France  
nowadays  (Dougherty  276)

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-
FGAMDD6NoKM/VMTQE5IgJVI/AAAAAAAAOO0/mhKbAQHBRmE/s1600
/AOC%2BPyramid.png



Wine Gods
In many cultures, wine was used 
for rituals and religious purposes 
and had a great influence on 
religious practices around the 
world, as almost every culture 
had a “wine god” (Garcia-
Romeu and Tart 126).
u Cernunnos for Celtic tribes
u Yi-Ti for the Chinese
u Osiris for the Egyptians
u Aegir for the Norsemen

https://isiopolis.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/egyptian_wine__the_ladies_b
y_snowsowhite-d37hgyo-e1422737911372.jpg



Orsiris, The Egyptian Lord 
of Wine
u Osiris was identified as the Lord of Wine, from as 

early as the Pyramid Texts

u His blood was said to be made of wine and was 
poured into a cup and given to his wife Isis, so she 
may bare a child (Horus) “Give it, the blood of 
Osiris, that he gave to Isis to make her feel love in 
her heart for him night and day at any time, there 
not being time of deficiency.”

u Egyptians preyed to Osiris day and night because 
he was the first to notice and stop their barbaric 
acts and cannibalistic behaviors

u After his passing, he became known as 'The Great 
God of the Dead'

https://isiopolis.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/ancient-egyptian-drinks.jpg
https://isiopolis.com/2015/02/01/isis-wine/
http://www.egyptianmyths.net/osiris.htm



How Did Wine Storage Arise?

u Winery was an intrinsic part of African culture
u The commodity and the industry motivated the 

creation of distinctive cultural artifacts such as 
vessels for the storage of wine

u The traditionally used brass casks were always 
polished to perfection and beautifully carved 
with meaningful images (Emerson 6)

u In this way, a tradition of wine storage was 
formed as the laborers were required to pay 
significant attention to integrity and the overall 
condition of those casks http://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-carved-end-of-wine-barrel-

german-wine-cellar-16133924.html



Wine and Slavery
u The wine industry largely supported economic development in South Africa, 
however, the wine-making industry was introduced to South Africa alongside slavery 

u Both imported and Cape-born slaves comprised the largest part of the labor force 
on wine farms at Groot Constantia, the region where one of the most famous 
varieties of South African wine was produced (Merwe 175)

u Slaves carried out all sorts of labor-intensive, backbreaking work such as picking 
grapes in the most brutally hot temperatures

uOne of the ugly legacies of the wine-making slavery at the Cape was the reward 
system called "dopstel", which implied paying farm workers with alcohol instead of 
money (Merwe 178). The given tradition developed in South African wineries raised 
multiple social and health issues among farm slaves



Wine and Cheese, Please!

A Mistake?

• Eating cheese with wine appeared in 
France after a massive epidemic 
of phylloxera, which caused many 
vineyards to die in the 19th Century 
(Simpson 35).

• These vineyards became pastures for 
cows, thus making the connection 
between wine and cheese

<https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/ec/a6/c7/eca6c7b86af568f0794f0d76711c6217.jpg>



Before: Wine, Food and Popular 
Culture

u Wine was always associated with food because of two main reasons; it 
prevented one from getting intoxicated too quickly and it tasted yummy!

u This was true for:
u The Ancient Greeks who consumed wine with nuts, beans and honey 

cakes (Dalby 68)
u Ancient Roman nobles who afforded high-class wines with sides of chestnuts, 

ember, cheeses and fresh meats (Doughurty 192)
u Wealthy German men who consumed bread, oatmeal, venison, and various 

vegetables with their wine (176)
u Many more Old World cultures



After: Wine, Food and 
Popular Culture
• The same is true for popular wines like rosé, due to 

its food-friendly traits:
• "Acidity mirrors the tangy and pungent ingredients 

of spring and summer while also highlighting their 
fresh flavors. Moderate alcoholic strength means 
that it won’t exacerbate spice or salt, and won’t 
overpower food." - Kathy Morgan, Master 
Sommelier, Wine Consultant and Educator

• The increase in the quality of this wine has lead to 
popular connections with beauty, womanly 
independence and the pop-culture Queen herself... 
Beyoncé

https://communitytable.parade.com/302754/allieandmeluncorked/the-rise-of-rose-how-pink-wine-became-serious-business
http://picture-cdn.wheretoget.it/0vjqnl-l.jpg



Wine Marketing in 
Consumer Landscapes



The Role of Marketing & Sales

• The Global Wine Industry is a multi-billion dollar 
business

• Consumers need marketing & sales efforts to gain 
awareness about products/varieties of wine, 
navigate quality using common heuristics and 
differentiate in a saturated market which wine is best 
for their specific needs

• The gold standard of marketing in the wine industry is 
different to any other food or beverage

• This section explores distinct modern marketing 
tactics across 4 levels: product, place, price & 
promotion

Sources: Eurometer 2013, Eurometer 2016 via Gordon, 2016; USDA, 2016

$38 
BILLION

2016 US WINE SALES $48 
BILLION
2015 FRANCE WINE SALES$37 

BILLION
2013 CANADA WINE 

SALES



Product
uDeterminants of a Wine’s Real Quality

u Balance: the mixing of sweetness, 
acidity, tanin and alcohol

u Length: the amount of time the wine 
makes an impression

u Complexity: the summation of aromas 
a wine gives off

u Finish: the aftertaste a wine leaves in 
your mouth

u Typicity: how closely your wine 
resembles the wine of its type

uDeterminants of a Wine’s Perceived
Quality

u Age: the length of time the wine has 
been stored prior to consumption

u Region: the area of the world where 
the wine was made

u Pricing: high vs. low price signals 
high vs. low quality

u Packaging: Unique labeling or 
bottle shape of each wine product

Sources https://www.etsy.com/market/just_because:



Product – What’s most important?

REGION
“The wine region is the most important information 
to predict quality on wine labels. Almost without 
exception, the addition of regional information on a 
label increased consumer confidence in the quality 
of the product.”
-International Journal of Wine Business Research

PACKAGING
“Nielsen reported last year that in 2014, 4,200 new 
wines were introduced to market — a 12.5 percent 
increase — and since wine companies don’t 
spend much on advertising, package design is an 
essential tool for standing out in a crowd."
-Barrel + Ink, independent wine retailer

Both packaging and region are both determinants of perceived quality. The mainstream 
modern consumer isn’t educated on real wine quality, and therefore uses heuristics to 
determine the best wine for them.NB



Place
uThe Winery

u After region, the winery store itself is almost equally important

u Wine makers sell themselves first, and then they sell their wine (Asgar, 2013)

uWine Tours &Tastings
u Tours take wine consumption from an at-home experience to a 360 degree 

experience

u Once a patron has tasted a wine, they are then 80% more likely to buy (FMCG 
Ireland, n.d.)

u"Wine Country"
u Much like Swiss watches and Belgian Chocolates, consumers value wine that is 

produced in the prominent wine regions of the world (Wine Institute, 2010)
u France, Italy, United States, Argentina, Spain, Australia, South Africa, Greece, Portugal, 

Russia, Germany, etc.
Sources http://www.alicesadventuresonearth.com/napa-valley---wine-country.html



Pricing
THE $17 SOLUTION
• Customers who cannot distinguish real quality 

differences in wines perceive more expensive 
wines to be of higher quality

• What makes a wine cheap vs. expensive?
• $17

• A recent study by the Liquor Control Board of Ontario 
revealed that wines north of $17 were considered 
premium both in merchandising and by buyers; while 
wines <$17 were more for independent consumption

• The same study found that dinner guests wouldn’t 
dare bring wine to a host of value less than $17 
(Crosariol, 2016)

Sources https://www.weinkeller.ca/grapevine/does-good-wine-always-need-be-expensive-wine



Promotion
Salesmen
• In a category that requires 

education, personal selling is 
frequently used

Product Sampling
• Once a patron has tasted a wine, 

they are then 80% more likely to buy 
(FMCG Ireland, n.d.)

Festivals
• Inclusion into large-scale sampling 

locations has proven to correlate 
with greater sales (Asghar, 2013)

• Wine is a high-involvement 
purchase, so brand interactions 
increase probability of purchase

Sources https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/f5/aa/c1/f5aac1a6c5eff47654cf4dfe7db64f65.jpg; https://uk.pinterest.com/alastairmurdie/wine-tasting-evening-
marketing/; https://www.pinterest.com/pin/455145106067117242/



The Position of Wine in the 
Modern World



The Global Wine Market

u In 2015, global wine consumption 
reached 240 million hectoliters

u Unlike other commodities, the grapes 
required to produce wine can be 
grown on all six arable continents, 
meaning that wine can be 
produced in a number of countries

u The global wine market is much more 
fragmented than other alcoholic 
beverages, the top 5 brands control 
only 8% of the market (Government of 
BC 2013)

https://www.copsmodels.com/ftp/workpapr/g-‐
166.pdf



Top Wine Producing 
Regions
u Italy, France and Spain are the world’s 

three largest wine producers and 
collectively make up nearly 50% of global 
wine production. These Old World 
producers have historically been at the 
forefront of global wine production

u In the past several years, Old World 
Producers, have begun losing share to 
wineries in the USA, Chile and Argentina

u China has seen tremendous growth in its 
total wine production since 1980, rising 
from almost nothing to represent 4% of 
the global market (Government of BC 
2013)

http://italianwinecentral.com/top-‐fifteen-‐wine-‐
producing-‐countries/



Old World Wines

u Describes wine produced in countries that have 
thousands of years of wine production experience 
including; France, Spain, Greece, Italy and 
Portugal

u Wines from the Old World tend to be lighter-
bodied, more restrained, and lower in alcohol

u Old World Countries have restrictive guidelines all 
wineries must follow in their wine production

u Old World Countries have been making wine 
a certain way for centuries, and current 
winemakers are held to those old standards. 
(Mercer 2016) http://vinepair.com/wine-blog/understanding-

difference-old-new-world-wines/



New World Wines

u New World Wines come from countries that used to be colonies including; 
the U.S., New Zealand, Argentina, Chile, Australia and South Africa

u Generally, these countries possess hotter climates, which causes wines from 
the New World to be fuller bodied and have bolder fruit flavors. They also 
tend to be higher in alcohol.

u These countries have seen considerable increase in market share since the 
1980s

u In these regions, wine making techniques can vary greatly and there is much 
experimentation (Mercer 2016)



Global Wine Consumption

https://www.statista.com/statistics/232937/volume-of-global-wine-consumption/t (Government of BC 
2013)



Wine in Europe
u Europeans have a long history of 

producing and consuming high 
quality wine

u European wines are produced to 
reflect the characteristics of their 
particular region, giving each a 
distinct flavor

u Wine holds a special place in 
European custom, the continent 
currently consumes 60% of global 
wine

u Despite this tradition, younger 
Europeans are choosing to consume 
less, but higher quality, wine 
(Demossier 2005)

https://i.imgur.com/bs9uz5X.jpg



Wine in South America

Argentina
Argentina’s wine producing 
regions are characterized by 
dry and arid climates, which 
contribute to the success of 
cultivating grapes (Mercer 
2016)

Chile
Chile possesses a mixture of 
climates and landscapes. 
This contributes to 
significant diversity in flavor 
in Chilean wine varieties

Brazil
Brazil’s hot, humid climate 
creates the conditions 
necessary to create a 
variety of sparkling 
wines (Government of BC 
2013)



Wine in Asia

u Historically, Asian alcoholic beverages 
have been made primarily from grain. As 
such, the most culturally significant 
alcohols in Asian include Sake, Soju and 
rice wines

u In Asian culture, red represents good 
fortune. As a result, Asian consumers tend 
to flavour bold, red wine

u In Asian culture, wine is seen as a symbol 
of status and luxury and consumption of 
two glasses of red wine per day is believed 
to be beneficial to ones health 
(Government of BC 2013)

http://www.winebc.org/files/Information/Non-‐
BCWI%20Reports/MarketAnalysisReport-‐

AGlobalExportMarketOverviewforBritishColumbiasWineIndustry.pdf



Wine in North America

u Since 1993, wine consumption in the US has 
grown from 1.74 to 2.82 gallons per capita 
each year

u Wine production has also grown 
considerably. Today, America boasts over 
7,700 wineries spread across all 50 states. It 
has risen to become the 4th largest global 
wine producer

u Consumers in North America are shown to 
favour red wine, which represents 51% of total 
volume sold (Government of BC 2013)

http://www.winebc.org/files/Information/Non-‐
BCWI%20Reports/MarketAnalysisReport-‐

AGlobalExportMarketOverviewforBritishColumbiasWineIndus
try.pdf



Wine in Modern Religion

Christianity
u Wine is one of the most important 

symbols in the Christian Church. 
According to legend, at the Last 
Supper, Jesus shared the tradition of 
sharing bread and wine as a way of 
giving thanks to God

u This ritual, named the “Holy 
Communion,” continues to be a 
central part of Christian ritual to this 
day. As such, most Christian churches 
regularly incorporate wine into their 
services (Rudi 2014)

Judaism
u Passages in the Hebrew Bible 

associate wine with divinity
u Today, wine is a part of a variety of 

Jewish rituals. During Passover, Jewish 
men and women consumer four cups 
of wine as a thanks to God.

u Jewish dietary laws require that wine 
be produced in a specific manner. 
These are known as Kosher Wines (Rudi 
2014)



Wine in Modern Religion

Islam

u Unlike Christianity and Judaism, wine is 
outlawed under Islamic law

u In the early revelations of the Qur’an, 
wine was celebrated as a gift from the 
Gods

u In later revelations, the book states that 
drunken behavior caused by the 
consumption of wine must be avoided 
(Rudi 2014) http://israj.net/english/?p=2734
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